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MECA Clean Mobility Signs Letter to Join Other Supplier Organizations  
in Support of Swift Adoption of Euro 7 Regulation  

 
 
Washington, D.C. – MECA is pleased to join six other supplier organizations in supporting 
a swift adoption of an ambitious and technology-advancing Euro 7 regulation.  
 
 
The letter can be found below. 
 
Open letter: Automotive supply value chain calls for a swift adoption of the Euro 7 regulation 4 September 
2023  
 
Members of the European Parliament,  
Ministers of the 27 EU Member States,  
 
Last year, the European Commission proposed a new Euro 7 pollutant emissions 
standard for new vehicle types, after years of collecting evidence and data.  
 
The European Union needs a timely and well-targeted Euro 7 legislation for cars, vans, 
trucks and buses to improve the health and wellbeing of its citizens and urban 
population in particular. Cities cannot be left alone to improve air quality with the 
limited resources available to them. Euro 7 will make it easier for national and local 
administrations to deliver on ambient air quality commitments currently being 
upgraded by EU legislation. While the shift to electromobility is underway, 100 million 
new vehicles with an internal combustion engine are expected to be sold in the EU in 
the next decade and will remain on European roads for years to come. Electrification 
and continued improvement of conventional engines are complementary approaches 
and should work hand in hand to achieve significant pollution reductions.  
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Europe needs more ambitious standards and must maintain its global leadership 
alongside the US and China, which are also adopting more ambitious pollutant 
regulations. European vehicle manufacturers will need to invest in these other regions in 
adopting advanced technologies anyway to remain competitive in the global market.  
 
New Euro 7 rules need to be adopted within the current legislative period, to ensure that 
citizens living in cities can continue to benefit as soon as possible from improving air 
quality facilitated by reduced vehicle pollution. Emission control systems meeting the 
Commission proposal requirements are already mature and available, as shown by 
data collected during robust road testing by various technology providers. The timely 
availability of mature affordable emission control systems meeting the requirements of 
the Commission proposal has been demonstrated by data collected during robust road 
testing by various technology providers. To facilitate, implementing and delegated acts 
should be swiftly adopted after the legislation, with the most important parameters 
already developed in parallel in the coming months. This early development of the 
regulatory detail is critical to a successful implementation, providing industry with 
confidence to invest, and enabling the path to cleaner road transport and improved 
public health.  
 
Further, Euro 7 emission testing procedures need enhancement compared to Euro 6/VI, 
in combination with the ambitious limit values and lifetime requirements proposed by 
the Commission, to reflect driving conditions and the actual environmental impact of 
different vehicle types in the real world. The Commission’s proposed new testing rules 
will, with certain improvements to ensure representativeness of on-road testing, strike a 
good balance between what is necessary and what is feasible. They will ensure that 
emissions from trucks especially will be controlled under true real-world conditions. 
 
As the necessary technologies are already known, the most accurate cost analysis of 
Euro 7 demonstrates that the price to pay for industry and consumers is moderate. Euro 
7 vehicles will remain affordable, while according to the Commission’s own 
calculations, every euro invested in Euro 7 technology will return five times more 
benefits in terms of health and environment protection costs.  
 
Now that discussions on the legislative proposal are at a decisive point, the industrial 
sectors represented by the signatories below call on EU institutions to take an ambitious 
and future-oriented position on Euro 7 including for exhaust and non-exhaust, i.e. 
evaporative and refuelling systems, brakes and tyres; as well as for reagent quality 
requirements and the durability of batteries, without undue delay.  
 
 
Signatories: 
AECC – Association for Emissions Control by Catalyst 
CECRA – Voice of European vehicle dealers and repairers 
CEFIC AGU – Automotive Grade Urea Sector Group 
CITA – International Motor Vehicle Inspection Committee 
CLEPA—European Association of Automotive Suppliers 
IPA—International Platinum Group Metals Association 
MECA—Trade association of companies supplying clean mobility technologies 
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About MECA  
 

Founded in 1976, MECA is a nonprofit trade association of the world’s leading 
manufacturers of clean mobility technologies. From combustion to electrification, 
MECA members are delivering solutions to improve the overall lifecycle emissions 
footprint of vehicles, including engine, aftertreatment, battery and fuel cell 
components for conventional, hybrid and electric passenger cars, heavy-duty trucks 
and off-road equipment.  

 
Over the past 50 years, mobile source emission reduction policies have not only 
delivered important health benefits but have also helped create an industry with a 
significant number of well paying highly skilled jobs and a global economic reach. 
MECA member companies represent over 70,000 of the nearly 300,000 North American 
jobs building the technologies that improve the fuel economy and reduce emissions of 
today’s vehicles. This employment figure does not include the tens of thousands of 
additional jobs in the automobile, truck, and off-road equipment assembly 
manufacturing industries.  

 
For more information, please visit us on our website (www.meca.org), LinkedIn 
(https://www.linkedin.com/company/11480859) and on X (@MECAforCleanAir). 
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